SB corrigenda (formulated as instructions)

29. replace square brackets with parentheses line 15
75. line 2 in second full paragraph: change “every utterance” to “every theoretical utterance”; line 3
change “every utterance” to “every assertion”
91. three lines from bottom: remove extra space between aesthetic operator and x
93. change “truth concept” to “truth-concept”
111. line 8 from bottom: change “subjective” to “subjectivity”
148. change “truth concept” to “truth-concept”
148. change “truth concept” to “truth-concept”
200. delete “[1]” in first line of 3.2.2.4.1.1 (there is no “[2]”)
230. change “truth concept” to “truth-concept”
233. change “truth concept” to “truth-concept”
261. delete commas after “structures” and “3” in last sentence
262. add comma after “etc.” line 5
276. note 21 change “υ” to “ν”
277. line 14 from bottom: delete “albeit”
289. change “truth concept” to “truth-concept”
294. begin final paragraph with “[iii]” (?)
304. begin final paragraph with “[3]” (?)
318. 5 lines from bottom, ignoring footnote, insert “natural”: “dimension of natural beauty”
319. line 15: replace “examination of with “confrontation with”
340. line 21: delete close quotation
342. insert “[1]” at the beginning of the first paragraph in 4.5.3.4.1
364. 5 lines from end of main text delect “of: “as unintelligible the”
387. line 13 replace “From within” with “Within”
400. insert “[iv]” at the beginning of the last paragraph on the page (?)
468. line beginning “[3]” change “systematic” to “metasystematic”
509. col. 2 line 7 change “truth concept” to “truth-concept”
510. add “476” to entry “philosophy, of mind” (and/or to “anthropology, philosophical”)
511. “primary proposition(s)” entry change “truth concept” to “truth-concept”
515. “theory/theories” entry change “truth concept” to “truth-concept”
512. “Science(s)” should be “science(s)” in “science(s)” entry
516. entry should be “truth-concept” (with hyphen)